
1 Introduction

Blockchain is a recent technology that permits the transfer of assets and data in a secure way.
The blockchain emerged from a study by Nakamoto (2008:21260) to create a decentralized
ledger for the virtual cryptocurrency Bitcoin. However, as technology is in constant evolution,
its use goes far beyond cryptocurrencies.  Other applications have great potential for using
blockchain,  especially  those  that  need  transparency,  security,  traceability,  and  privacy
(Bovério et al., 2018:109).

Due to its  origin focused on transactions  involving the transfer of values,  blockchain has
several security mechanisms. The distributed architecture in a point-to-point network avoids a
single point of failure.  Another valuable security aspect is the block construction process,
which only allows the aggregation of a new block after the previous one has been recorded
and distributed over the network. Finally, to avoid tampering, the hash of the precedent block
is recorded in the current block. So that any change in an already written block would change
the content of the following blocks, turning the storage data immutable (Miraz and Ali, 2018).

Currently, there are several studies to use blockchain usage beyond financial applications like
health care (Agbo et al., 2019:56), voting systems (Fusco et al., 2018:221), agriculture (Yano
et al., 2020:), among many other applications.

There are two types of blockchain networks:

1) Private or Permissioned blockchains. These networks belong to individuals or companies
with the purpose to attend their commercial use. In some cases, companies join, deploy and
share a proprietary network to exchange information between them, e.g., information systems
like supply chain management (Gonczol et al., 2020:11856).

2) Public or Permissionedless blockchains, in these networks, anyone can have an account to
use  the  services,  e.g.,  cryptocurrencies  blockchains  networks  like  bitcoin  (Michael  et  al.,
2018).

The possibility of using private networks is one of the factors that most drives the spread of
blockchain technology due to the restrictive access that facilitates the tests, development, and
implementation of applications aimed at specific companies and market niches.

The Blockchain network is suitable for many applications via smart contracts. Smart contracts
são programas de computador com funções, variáveis e orientada a eventos implementados
em uma rede blockchain  (Khatoon,  2020:  94).  Each contract  writes  and reads  data  of  its
storage. The data definition on the smart contract defines if it is temporary (stored in memory)
or it is permanent (stored in storage) (Gürsoy et al., 2020).

Since blockchain acts as a distributed database in a peer-to-peer network (Bragagnolo et al.,
2018:9),  it  will  be  helpful  to  know  its  performance  considering  the  user  experience
concerning other databases used for this purpose, the parameter used for comparison was the
response time.

This work aims to evaluate the read and write response time of a small web application using
a  private  Ethereum  Blockchain  network  comparing  with  the  same  application  using  the
SQLite  relational  database  for  a  future  resource  utilization  decision  of  application
development.



2 Methodology

As described in the previous section, the objective of this work was to compare the response
time between the Ethereum Smart Contract with the SQLite database. For this, there was the
development of two very similar applications. One application for blockchain and another one
for a relational database. Both with the same interface and recording the same content in the
smart contract and the SQLite.

2.1 Environment

The operating system used to deploy the applications was Linux Ubuntu 20.04 on virtual
machines, with one processor, 4 GB of RAM, 1 GB of swap area, and 25 GB of disk. The
virtualizer used was VirtualBox 6.1, running below a Linux Operating System Ubuntu 20.04,
12-Core CPU, 32 GB of RAM, 2 GB of swap area, and 500 GB of disk. The choice for virtual
machines was to create clean machines to avoid as much as possible the interference of other
software when processing and collecting data.

The language used for the SQLite web application was JavaScript, and the blockchain web
application was JavaScript and Solidity for the smart contract. Both applications run on the
Node.js platform. Node.js choice was due to costs reduction with servers because it requires
less memory and time for application development when compared to applications using, for
example,  PHP/Nginx  (Shah,  2017).  Google  Chrome  was  the  browser  used  as  the  users'
interface (Figure 1). The interface passes one flag, number 1 to store data or number 3 to
retrieve data to be processed.

Figure 1 – User Interface

Source: Authors

2.2 SQLite Application

The  architecture  used  for  SQLite  Application  development  was  MVC  (Model,  View
Controller). This architecture divides the application into three main parts:

1) Model procedure defines the data structure and session control.  In this application,  the
Model  procedure used  Knex (bin Uzayr  et  al.,  2019:  377).  Knex is  a  library  for  SQLite
connection and standardized responses.

2) View procedure manages the user interface.



3) Controller is the event handling. It receives requests from View, retrieves data from Model
to finally generate responses to View again (Pop and Altar, 2014:1172).

The user starts the application from the web interface that passes the flag to store or retrieve
data. This event is captured from the View procedure. Handled by the Controller procedure
and finished by the Model procedure with the database writing or reading data (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – SQLite Application Architecture

Source: Authors

For SQLite application response time measurement, there is a looping to store or retrieve the
data a certain number of times.  In this  study, response time was measured for every 400
records processed, stoping when totaling 2000 records. Figure 3 shows the code for SQLite
response time registration.



Figure 3 – SQLite Response Time Registration Code

Source: Authors

2.3 Ethereum Smart Contract Application

The smarts contracts are codes written in high-level languages. Usually, the language used for
the Ethereum Blockchain network is Solidity (Khatoon, 2020: 94). There is an example of the
development, compilation, and deployment process of a Solidity smart contract in detail at
Yano et al. (2020). In this work, the Solidity version was 5.0. Figure 4 lists the smart contract
code used in this work.



Figure 4 – Smart Contract Code

Source: Authors

The UserStore contract stores the data at the usStore Struct. The user id maps the usStore
Struct to retrieve the user name and email using the functions set and get repetitively. The
emit function stores the variables declared by the event command in transaction logs.

These contracts run in the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). In this work, Truffle Develop
provided the EVM (Robertson, 2018). Each smart contract has its area of code and storage
(Figure 5). Firstly, the user interacts with the HTML interface (Viewer process in Figure 5).
The  action  captured  by  the  Viewer  interface  starts  Bundle.js  functions  which  call  the
corresponding procedures at the smart contract using Web3.js libraries by ABI (Application
Binary Interface). The process finishes with the set or the get operation in the smart contract.

For Smart Contract response time measurement also there is a looping to store or retrieve the
data a certain number of times. The code difference is only for the methods for data handling.
In this work, response time was measured for every 400 records processed, stoping when
totaling 2000 records. Figure 6 shows the code for Smart Contract response time registration.



Figure 5 – Smart Contract Application Architecture

Source: Authors



Figure 6 – Smart Contract Response Time Registration Code

Source: Authors

3 Results

There were five response time measurements according to Tables 1 for Storing Data and 2 for
Retrieving Data. For storing data Blockchain application was much faster than the SQLite
application.  When  retrieving  data,  the  Blockchain  application  usually  starts  slower  but
finishes faster than the SQLite application. Figures 7 and 8 show the graphs of the storing and
retrieving data behavior as the number of records processed grows.



Table 1 – Storing Data Response Time in Milliseconds 

1 2 3 4 5

Records Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite

400 220 4855 234 4978 228 5400 227 5270 212 4991

800 309 9764 324 10254 320 10865 316 10519 302 10203

1200 419 14784 443 15585 430 16244 430 15840 422 15374

1600 517 19954 539 20705 525 21457 526 21189 523 20498

2000 630 25035 681 26102 652 26793 650 26479 644 25566

Source: Authors

Table 2 – Retrieve Data Response Time in Milliseconds 

1 2 3 4 5

Records Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite Blockchain SQLite

400 111 134 134 132 150 141 144 141 151 135

800 168 234 186 244 202 254 201 252 204 257

1200 245 334 262 344 273 365 282 365 275 391

1600 318 450 334 460 347 491 353 487 343 507

2000 387 568 417 579 419 596 423 621 410 630

Source: Authors



Figure 7 – Comparison Graph for Storing Data: Blockchain x SQLite

Source: Authors



Figure 8 – Comparison Graph for Retrieving Data: Blockchain x SQLite 

Source: Authors

4 Conclusion

Given the observed results, the analysis of the data presented in the graphs, it is concluded
that  the  performance  of  BlockChain  is  better  than  SQLite.  Blockchain  also  has  security
attributes like data immutability, distributed architecture that avoids a single point of failure.
In stored data readings, Blockchain had a little smaller response time than SQLite. In the data
recording process, the response time of Blockchain was very much lower when compared to
SQLite. These results demonstrate that Blockchain surpasses SQLite in a stand-alone server
environment.

In continuation of this study, the response time measurements will be focused on a multi-point
network to test a Blockchain network against a cluster of databases.
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